
SideCAR
Let SideCAR set your mind at ease with its 

powerful recording and logging capabilities. 

Browse or search long-form recorded content 

with simple to use tools and run reports of 

specific events to verify regulatory compliance. 

Receive automated reports to track how your 

stations—and your competitors—are doing.
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RECORD
Capture the action with hardware-
agnostic recording within an AoIP 
environment or from consumer level 
or professional-grade sound cards in 
a variety of formats and sample rates.

CONTROL
Manage recording locally or remotely 
with SideCAR’s advanced network-based 
architecture. Login, listen and export 
audio from anywhere in the world with 
SideCAR’s web-based player.

PUBLISH
Publish to a variety of user-defined 
locations including local and network 
drives, FTP servers, automation 
environments, and cloud based 
publishing platforms*.

COMPLIANCE
Maintain and monitor legal compliance with built-in 
audio and event logging capabilities. Save and generate 
reports regarding identifications, as-run traffic reports, 
and speech-to-text logging and timestamping to keep 
your station and staff covered.

FEATURES
 W Integrate with existing automation or control system
 W Text-based searching and timestamp filtering
 W Metadata and speech-to-text logging
 W Network-based control, file management, and alerting
 W Seamless integration with AoIP environments
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*feature will be released in future version

rev. 101518



SideCAR
RADIO LOGGING & RECORDING

WHAT IS SideCAR?
SideCAR logs audio in radio, television, and webcast facilities to allow broadcast professionals a simple yet 
powerful means of producing best-of-show airchecks, keeping an eye on their competition, and generating 
reports to streamline their workflow. ‘CAR’ stands for Compliance Assurance Recording, which offers peace 
of mind for programmers and engineers when they leave the office at the end of the day.

DOES MY STATION NEED SideCAR?
SideCAR provides the insight necessary to ensure your station’s equipment and personnel are compliant 
with broadcast regulations. The solution proves certain events such as public notice announcements, 
commercial advertisements, and EAS tests were run at the appropriate times. If your station is serious 
about maintaining legal compliance and protecting itself against complaints and inspections, SideCAR is 
the perfect tool for you.

Rest easy knowing you’ve got SideCAR Radio Logger at your side.


